
Time entry by date, period, 

and project or task

Edit or augment timecard 

submissions via a familiar 

interface

Leverage all customizations 

from your existing timecard 

templates

AuraPlayer’s LiveTimecard app is a risk-free, 

low-overhead mobile application for organizations using 

Oracle EBS Time & Labor applications. Enable your 

employees to enter their time, project, and task, tracking 

data securely from their mobile devices directly into EBS. 

Put your time & labor workflows onto employee mobile 

devices in just days. No redevelopment required.

LiveTimecard is a robust solution that streamlines, 

automates, and extends your existing desktop 

application, allowing employees to manage their 

timecards regardless of where they are. And better yet, 

the template incorporates all customizations and 

personalization functionality of the Oracle-based system 

for fast, error-free deployment.

AuraPlayer's Oracle EBS mobile template jumpstarts 

mobility with out-of-the-box apps based on current EBS 

mobile requirements. With AuraPlayer, you get the best of 

both worlds: a robust mobile app pre-built to suit 

common EBS business flows, with full flexibility to 

customize the workflow and user experience to your 

business needs.

Have you invested vast amounts of 

money, time, and effort in developing 

your Oracle Enterprise applications, 

only to find they now look antiquated 

and are not available 24/7 from any 

device? Meet AuraPlayer: A risk-free 

modernization tool for Oracle EBS.

Mobile Time Card - 
For Oracle Time and Labor 
Deliver Immediate Speed and Accuracy with 
LiveTimecard, AuraPlayer's Time & Labor 
Mobile App Template

Features include:

AFTER
BEFORE

Track Working Hours

Manage Prior Submissions

Supports Project Templates



AuraPlayer gives enterprises the ability to focus on their business needs by bridging the 
gap between modern-day web/mobile UIs and their Oracle back-office applications. 

AuraPlayer adds value to your business in the following ways:
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Key Advantages of AuraPlayer

AuraPlayer is a unique, patented solution that modernizes existing Oracle applications 

without breaking the bank or risking production environments. The tool, simple enough for 

business users, transforms existing back-office systems into services / REST APIs, making 

the mobile/web world immediately available. Additionally, all business logic, validations, 

and triggers locked in the current system are fired from the new application without 

migration or redevelopment.

Rapid Development and 
Time-To-Market�

Oracle workflows can be 
deployed as mobile apps in 
days, making them agile and 
immediately available from 
any device.

Ensure System 
Stability 

No intrusive production 
installations, configurations, 
or major back-end redevelop-
ments, ensuring system 
consistency and reliability 
while modernizing. 

Work Online Fully 
Synchronized�

Your mobile application and 
your Oracle EBS back-end are 
always synchronized. Since 
AuraPlayer is using the 
application as is, you are 
assured that any activity 
carried out on your mobile 
application is immediately 
updated in the database.

Supports 
Customizations and 

Personalizations 

AuraPlayer’s mobile template 
applications cover most of the 
Oracle EBS workflow function-
ality, and they can be further 
updated to accommodate 
even the most complex 
customizations and special-
ized workflows.

Leverage Existing 
Investments�

AuraPlayer’s template apps 
are a mobile layer on top of 
your existing EBS system. 
There is no need to update 
your EBS version, move to the 
cloud, or install Database 
patches.

Supports All 
Application Logic�

All business logic, validations, 
and triggers that exist on the 
application layer will also be 
executed from our template 
apps, keeping your business 
logic localized with one 
codebase.
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